
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

In fact, if she ___________ my daughter I _______________ him away
from her.
1.

(be) (keep)

If they __________ out on the open sea Dewey _________________ the
best of the game.
2.

(meet) (have)

If the room ____________________ with ghosts she
________________________ them just then-her whole heart was full of
Dulcie.

3.

(passive/throng) (not/mind)

If the degradation ______________, doubtless it
______________________ in a lump of metal, just as the Siamese silver
coins are the result of doubling up silver rings.

4.

(go on) (result)

You __________________ if you ___________ us make Bill (I have
forgotten the last name) kill his brother.
5.

(laugh) (see)

If he ___________ oysters, or chicken, or even turkey, Duke thought he
_____________________ it; but a pan of rich fragments was simply out of
the question.

6.

(say) (manage)

If Grizel ___________________ in an ordinary coat and skirt she
______________________ forthwith, but the sheer glamour of pink and white
kept her dumb.

7.

(passive/attire) (rebel)

If Dusty Star ________________ the night calls, he
____________________ the truth of the thing by reading Kiopo's eyes.
8.

(not/hear) (learn)

She spoke so softly it was almost a whisper, but if it ___________
trumpet-like he ________________________ more astonished.
9.

(be) (not/look)

If Dainty ___________ the greatest stranger in the world, her young
husband ________________________ upon her lovely, agitated face a more
calm, unrecognizing stare.

10.

(be) (not/turn)
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If I ___________ available when the situation became acute in Russia a
few weeks later, Southbourne __________________ me instead of him; I
should perhaps have met with his fate.

11.

(be) (send)

If the lions ___________ the painters it __________________ otherwise.12.
(be) (be)

On the 18th, a wave swept completely over the Bonadventure; and if the
crew ________________ the precaution of lashing themselves to the deck,
they __________________________ away.

13.

(not/take) (passive/carry)

Meanwhile, if Peleg and his companions ____________ what had
befallen the scout, they _________________ even stronger grounds for their
fears.

14.

(know) (have)

We only thought, Amabel, that it _______________________ the poor
children if you _______________ with them in the brougham.
15.

(comfort) (return)

If Jinnie ___________ what she craved, she __________________ to
Peg and kissed her heartily.
16.

(do) (bound)

He wished to preserve to the national guard a superiority, which it
__________________, if the whole of the federates _________________.
17.

(lose) (passive/arm)

If these earls _______________ English fees, they
______________________ peers of England any more than were the ancient
Earls of Tankerville and Eu.

18.

(not/hold) (not/be)

She let Mason take her hand and help her to the top of the fence, though
she _____________________ up much more nimbly if she __________ both
hands free to hold by.

19.

(climb) (have)

The mysteries of the Jewish faith are revealed not in philosophy but in the
Kabbala, which Maimonides did not study, and which he
____________________________ if he ______________ it, for he had no
Kabbalistic tradition.

20.

(not/understand) (study)
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